Urban Customer Consultation
2023 Pricing Submission
Throughout the last six months, we have been consulting with urban customers about the following five future projects and the
associated investment options that are being considered. The purpose of this document is to gain a high-level overview of each
project. Your valued feedback will aid in developing Lower Murray Water’s 2023 Pricing Submission.
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PROJECT ONE - CARBON OFFSETS
Lower Murray Water (LMW) has a requirement under their
Statement of Obligations to reduce Green House Gas emissions by
1000 tonnes before 2030.
These emissions are primarily generated from LMW’s urban
wastewater plants. Minor amounts are generated from their
vehicles/trucks/excavators and diesel-powered generators.
This project is mandatory and per Government regulations and
will benefit LMW customers by contributing to a more
environmentally sustainable future.

PROJECT TWO - SMART METERING
Smart meters are a tool which would enable LMW to conduct
regular meter reads throughout the day. This would provide
customers with real-time water consumption data, as well as
quickly detect water losses in the system.
This project will benefit customers by allowing you to monitor
your water usage data, enabling waterwise behaviours and
improved bill control.
Water plan 5 will focus on preparing the business case for
submission and approval. The transition to smart metering is set
to begin in Water Plan 6.

PROJECT THREE - CUSTOMER SERVICE
BUSINESS TRANSFORMATION

This project will benefit customers by providing:
• 24/7 digital self-service and communications channels
• Further Improvements to billing process
• Easier mechanisms to provide feedback to enable a continuous
feedback model
• Integrated analytics and insights

PROJECT FOUR - URBAN WATER RENEWALS
This project involves LMW undertaking an aged-based analysis of
current assets.
It will enable LMW to determine the level of investment required
to maintain assets and continue providing safe and reliable
drinking water.
Urban water renewals will benefit LMW customers as it allows for
LMW to analyse and upgrade existing infrastructure. This process
ensures the continued delivery of high-quality water and minimal
service interruptions.

PROJECT FIVE - WATER QUALITY PROJECTS
LMW are reliant on the Murray River for its water source. Raw
water quality has deteriorated and there has been an increase in
algae and poor water quality events.
LMW propose to continue ongoing investment in water quality
projects. This will reduce risks and enable LMW to maintain and
improve water quality for customers.

This project is a continuation of a project which is currently
underway in Water Plan 4.
Should this project continue, it will work towards enabling further
digital options for the LMW customer service experience.
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